
MULTIMEDIA CANVAS

Overview    

The Multimedia Canvas is a Digital Signage system for 
publishing promotional contents within a small commercial 
environment, like a bar, a restaurant or any other selling 
point. This innovative device has been thought to replace 
the traditional blackboard used outside of the bar or the 
shop to provide information about menus and prices, ma-
king this communications most captivating and dynamic. 
The contents that have to be published is managed by a 
tablet or a smartphone and its fast and intuitive: in fact, 
through the dedicated application, in just one click you can 
update the playlist on the Multimedia Canvas, which can 
be easily placed on a suitable stand or fixed to the wall 
using the VESA mounting. Moreover, thanks to the integra-
ted Wi-Fi router of the Multimedia Canvas, you just have to 
connect your tablet or smartphone to the wireless network 
provided by the Multimedia Canvas to start using immedia-
tely this little Digital Signage system.      

You can create and publish
your contents on the Multimedia Can-
vas directly from your smartphone or 
tablet running Clever Canvas 
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How It Works    
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The creation of the playlists that will be displayed on the Multimedia Canvas is managed through the ap-
plication Clever Canvas. This application is able to transfer to the Multimedia Canvas the contents created 
by the user through the wireless connection provided by the integrated Wi-Fi router. In order to publish 
playlists,  you must connect your tablet or smartphone to the Wi-Fi network of the Multimedia Canvas. This 
practical system allows you to create a small network of Digital Signage just using the Multimedia Canvas 
and a device running Clever Canvas.                
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Multimedia Canvas Specifications    

The Multimedia Canvas is available in three different versions: the “Entry” version with 24” screen, the “Lite”  
version with 27” screen and the “Pro” version with 32” screen.                

Note.
The picture is referred to the 24” model
All the dimensions are specified in mm
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DATASHEET

CPU

Operative System

Memory

External Storage

Screen

Network

USB

Audio

Hardware buttons

Power Supply

Humidity

Storage temperature

Operating temperature

Dimensions / Weight ( 24” screen model )

Rockchip RK3188 Quad Core 1.6 Ghz

Android 4.4 and newer

Mobile DDR3 2GB / SLC NAND Flash 8GB

1 slot for TF card

HI-FI 1.4 integrated transmitter with HDCP support / 

LVDS LCD_Dual CH interface

Ethernet EMAC 10/100Mbps

WiFi 802.11 b.g.n. ( external antenna )

Bluetooth

USB HUB (2 x HOST 2.0), 1 x USB OTG

Built-in audio codec HI-FI 100db

Double analogic mic

Digital audio SPDF

ON / OFF buttons

12V/5A  AC-DC adapter

≤ 80%

-10°C ~ 50°C

0°C ~ 50°C

560 x 365 x 18 mm / 4.8 kg
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Clever Canvas Guide

My Drawings    

Through this application you can easily create several playlists 
with many possibilities of customization: this software makes it 
possible to create graphics, import pictures and photos, write 
and draw freehand and much more. The Clever Canvas appli-
cation is composed by six main sections that gives you access 
to various features:
My Drawings - It allows you to view, create and edit graphic 
templates stored on the device.
Marketplace - It lets you download pre-defined graphic tem-
plates and fonts   available for download. 
Private Gallery
Login 
Canvas Registration - It allows you to establish the wireless 
connection between your device and the Multimedia Canvas.
Canvas Reg Info - It allows you to view the parameters refer-
red to the Wi-Fi connection of the Multimedia Canvas.                    

The initial screen of this section includes the top right icon ( + ) that allows you to create a brand new project 
and a grid of thumbnails representing your saved playlist: clicking and holding on one of these previews, 
you can select one or more playlists simultaneously, and click one of the three options that appear at the 
bottom of the screen: Delete lets you delete the selected playlists, Play Mode Settings allows you to ac-
cess the playback settings of your playlists (see “playback preview“ ) and Send & Play allows you to send 
selected playlists to the Multimedia Canvas.
Instead, by clicking on the individual playlists you can access to the relative management screen, contai-
ning on the top left the name assigned to that playlist and in the upper right the three main commands: 
Graphical Editor, Playback Preview and Playlist Settings.             

Clever Canvas 
app 
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GRAPHICAL EDITOR

By clicking on the first icon from left, the graphical editor will appear, allowing you to customize the templa-
te: the icons on the top bar of the screen allow you to:
display the selected color - undo the last operation in the editor - repeat the last operation in the editor - 
enlarge the template to full screen ( you can also adjust the level of magnification by zooming ) - select a 
color tone placing the cursor in the desired area - open a pop-up menu that contains these options: Save, 
Save as, Play ( playback preview ), Send and Play ( send the playlist to the Multimedia Canvas ), Flatten 
( locks all the elements within the layout making them no longer editable ), Clear ( erase all the elements 
within the selected level ).

Through the Main panel, you can select the various layers that make up the layout: by clicking on the arrow 
on the right side of the screen, will appear the palette composed by the Background layer ( the background 
of the project ) and the Main layer ( including all the other elements of the project ). By clicking on the two 
icons on the top of the Layers palette you can add a new level or delete an existing one. The eye icons 
alongside the various levels allow you to activate or deactivate the visualization of the relative level. 

The bar on the bottom of the screen contains all the tools that the editor offers to customize the project.

Background tool - by acting on the Background layer, you can set a color or an image as a background of 
the project. In the color tab you can select the color tone to be applied; in samples and my photo tabs, 
you can select an image stored in the device memory; in the effect tab, you can set an effect to apply to 
the background, choosing one from those available.

Text tool - allows you to insert a text element in the project and to customize it according to your needs. In 
the settings tab you can adjust the font size, rotate it, select the type of text alignment, apply a shadow to 
it, select the type of font from those available ( you can add your own fonts by saving your TTF file in this 
directory: sdcard / My Fonts ); in the color tab you can set a solid color or a shade of two different colors for 
filling the text; in the edge tab, you can set the thickness and the color of the stroke; in the effect tab, you 
can apply an effect to the selected text.

Brushes tool - this tool allows you to draw and write freehand on the screen. In the settings tab are 
grouped all the options that allow you to adjust the width, the opacity and the type of the stroke ( different 
effects such as pastel, spray, watercolor etc. are selectable ); in the color tab you can select the color of 
the stroke.
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Stickers Tool - allows you to insert images in the project. In the stickers tab you can select the opacity of 
the images and insert one of them choosing from the files saved as default or from those saved on your 
device; in the animated stickers tab you can insert animated images choosing from files saved as default 
or from those saved on your device; ( save your files in the directory sdcard / My Animations ); in the gallery 
tab, you can select an image or a photo among those present in the device memory. 

Eraser tool - lets you erase the lines created with the Brushes tool. After you have selected the eraser size, 
you can delete the lines drawn freehand, in the same way as you would use a real rubber.   

Shape tool - by using this tool, you can create graphical elements starting from simple geometrical shapes. 
In the shape tab you can select the opacity and the type of the shapes; in the color tab you can select the 
color for the shape’s filling; in the edge tab you can select the thickness and the color of the shape’s margin; 
in effect tab, you can set effects to apply to the shape.

After you have inserted a new element in the project, this will appear inside the layout within a frame that 
allows you to place the element freely in to the project and to modify it using the eight icons disposed along 
the frame. From top to bottom and from left to right, these icons allow respectively to:
remove the element - edit the item through the editor - rotate the element - lock the element to prevent it 
being changed later - change the dimensions in non-proportionally mode - place the item inside the main 
level - duplicate the element - resize the element proportionally.
After making all the necessary changes, click anywhere outside the frame to confirm the placement of the 
element ( you can still edit the element by clicking and holding until the frame appears again ).

N.B.: the items created using the Brushes tool ( freehand drawings or writings ) are not subsequently edi-
table using the frame, but they can be deleted using the Eraser tool, or with the “undo the last operation in 
the editor“ option immediately after using the Brushes tool. 

At the end of the entire playlist creation, remember to save your project by clicking on the third icon in the 
upper right, then from the drop down menu, select Save or Save as to assign a name for the playlist.
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PLAYBACK PREVIEW

By clicking on the second icon from left, the playback preview will appear, allowing you to view and adjust 
the parameters related to the playlist playback.
Selecting the Send and Play option from the drop-down menu that appears by clicking on the icon in the 
upper right you can send the playlist to the Multimedia Canvas; the bar on the bottom of the screen contains 
the playlist playback controls: Play, Pause, Stop and Play Settings. The latter option allows you to adjust 
the parameters of visual effects that can possibly be applied to the playlist. Particularly, in the Play Mode 
menu you can choose from six different visual effects ( for some of these effects the Type menu will appear 
allowing you to configure additional parameters for the selected effect - see box below for more details ), in 
the Duration menu, you can set the duration of the playlist in seconds ( ie how long the playlist will be di-
splayed on the screen ), the Speed setting lets you adjust the speed of the animations, the Secondary play 
mode menu, which appears only when you select Redraw from the Play Mode menu, allows you to select 
a second visual effect to be applied to the playlist ( this effect will be played at the end of the effect Redraw 
selected via the Play Mode menu ). After configuring the visual effects as desired, confirm the settings by 
clicking on the icon at the top right of the screen.

Play Mode - visual effects overview

Redraw - with this effect you can view all the steps that have been performed by the user during the 
creation of the items in the playlist ( this option is especially effective if there are items created freehand 
through the Brushes tool to make the effect of written or drawn elements ) .
Still - this option does not apply any extra visual effect to the playlist: if some effects are being applied to 
individual elements within the project, only these ones will be applied.
Blink - this option applies an intermittent effect to the elements in the layout.
Bounce - this option applies a rebound effect to the elements in the layout; through the Type menu, you 
can also select the directions in which the elements will move.
Rotate - this option applies a floating effect or a rotation to the items in the playlist; through the Type menu  
you can also select the type and the direction of rotation of the elements.
Rainbow - this option applies different color shades to the elements, then these ones will assume diffe-
rent colors in sequence; you can also select different color intensity via the Type menu.

PLAYLIST SETTINGS

By clicking on the third icon from the left, will appear a drop-down menu containing the Play Settings option 
that lets you access to the options for adjust the visual effects; the Send and Play option which allows you 
to send the playlist to the Multimedia Canvas; the Delete option that lets you delete the playlist.
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IdeaTV c/o IdeaPM s.r.l. - via G.Giusti,6 - 20090 Cesano Boscone (MI) 
www.idea-tv.it

Marketplace    

This section includes on the top right an icon ( + ) that lets you create a brand new project and two main 
tabs: drawings and fonts. The drawings tab allows you to view and download various pre-set graphic 
templates available to be downloaded through a grid of icons representing the various categories among 
which the various graphic templates are divided. After selecting your category of interest, the gallery of the 
relative templates will appear: just click on one of them to start the download. The template just downloaded 
will be visible and editable in My Drawings section.
The fonts tab provides some custom fonts that, after the download, will be available using the Text tool 
within the Graphical Editor.                    


